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3 challenges we address

How to deal with thousands
of parameters?
How certain are we
about the uncertainties?
How to follow a robust path
towards sustainability?
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Energy system is a complex network
of interrelated technologies
Linear programming
End-Use demand
of all sectors
Hourly resolution
Target year (e.g. 2035)
Optimise cost and CO2
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What if the heat
pumps have a
better COP?
What if power-to-fuel
is more eﬃcient?
What if network
cost decreases?
What if ...
altogether?

We use polynomial chaos expansion
for uncertainty quantiﬁcation
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Performing a sensitivity analysis on
such system is intractable
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Curse of dimensionality
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3 challenges we address

How to deal with thousands
of parameters?
How certain are we
about the uncertainties?
How to follow a robust path
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Imprecise probabilities applied
to energy storage

Output is imprecise
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Time dependent uncertainties
applied to Haber-Bosch process
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We are always wrong in our predictions!

Context

Objective : Tackle uncertainty quanti#cation challenges
of energy systems to provide robust and optimised
scenarii

In a more and more intricate society and an ever-changing world running
for overall expansion, uncertainties are everywhere. On the other side,
de#ning an energy transition strategy for a large-scale system, such as a
country, implies, implies decisions with long-term impacts (20 to 50 years).
Misunderstanding the science behind uncertainties would lead to erroneous
guidelines. However, uncertainty quanti#cation of energy systems presents
some peculiarities that need to be addressed to provide robust and
optimised guidances.
Natural gas (NG) for electricity production price in the US [$ 2013 / m 3] : comparison
between the yearly Energy Information Administration (EIA) Annual Energy Outlook
(AEO) price forecasts and the actual values for the years 1985-2015 [1].

Unclear de!nition of uncertainties

There is often no distinction between aleatory
and epistemic uncertainties. This makes the
guidelines to handle UQ challenges unclear :
shall we invest in additional demonstration
projects or in bigger data collection. When the
former allows to reduce aleatory uncertainties,
the latter aims to reduce epistemic uncertainties.

Compound e"ect

In dynamic system (e.g. Haber-Bosch ammonia
production plant), uncertain parameters will
have varying impacts on the output through
the time-evolution of the system. This leads
to an unwanted compound e!ect on the o!design performance of the dynamic system.

Curse of dimensionality

For large complex systems (e.g. global energy
system of a country), the number of
parameters becomes overwhelming and makes
the uncertainty quanti#cation computationally
too expensive.

Statistical moments (μ, σ 2)
of the output of interest

Few costly evaluations of the
deterministic model

Sparse Polynomial
Chaos Expansion
(PCE) method [2]

Independent uncertain
parameters

Computationally
a!ordable surrogate
model

Will to provide robust and
optimised scenarii

Imprecise probabilities [3]

In the case of a model of grid-connected, solar
powered building with hydrogen-based energy
storage, imprecise probabilities highlight the
robustness of di"erent scenarii and the
importance of the lack of data and of the
natural variation of the uncertainties.
cumulative
probability

PV

Time-dependent PCE [4]

Applied to dynamic production of ammonia, the
time-dependent PCE highlights that
operational and parametric uncertainties
signi!cantly a"ect the system’s performance
over time.

Importance quanti!cation
of a parameter on the output
(i.e. Sobol’ indices)

Ranking/Selection of parameters [5]
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In the case of the national Belgian energy system,
we applied the methodology to many uncertain
parameters (more than 200). The impact on the
total energy system costs shows that only few
(10) critical parameters drive the impact.
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Conclusion : De#ning an energy transition strategy for a large-scale system, such as a
country, implies decisions with long-term impacts (20 to 50 years). In an optimisation
framework, tackling these challenges and including the knowledge we have on the
uncertainties provide the designer with robust design alternatives.
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Context
In tomorrow societies, we will phase out fossil fuels by renewables
including a high share of intermittent energies (solar and wind).
Renewable fuels can be produced based on wood pyrolysis,
biomethanation, water electrolysis, etc…

Conclusion
Renewable fuels are cost competitive
• to integrate massive shares of intermittent renewables (e.g. the use
of electrolysers to absorb PhotoVoltaic peaks)
• to decarbonate mobility
• to store energy at a seasonal time-scale
• to provide flexibility to power system

Method

Objective: Modelise a country-like energy system accouting
for renewable fuels and analyse their production and use

Model: EnergyScope TD[1]
• Multi energy (elec., heat, mobility)
• Cost optimisation of Design and
Operation
• Hourly resolution over a year
• Open Source and data
• Snapshot year
• Single cell (Limited grid resolution and
imports)
• No market equilibrium (energy balance)

Focus on renewable fuels production:

• Different molecules: Hydrogen ( ), Methane ( ), Methanol ( ).
• Several production technologies:
o

In low carbon society, renewable fuels can represent up to 30% of
the total consumed energy (e.g. for Belgium, 91 out of the 300 TWh)

Biodiesel

W ay forward

The BEST project: « Work out, for Belgium, the most economical electro- and
synthetic energy carrier routes needed to face the climate change issues and ensure
the stability of the grid and the security of supply in 2040 and beyond. »
BEST project mission statement (see: https://best-energy.be/).

Results: Belgian energy transition [2]
(scenario: unlimited solar and non-energy demand removed)

W hen do renewable fuels become necessary?
Production during energy transition (from 2015 to 2050):

1. Biomass valorisation: digestable biomass is transformed into
biogas
2. PV excesses absorption: large amount of PV (>20GW) is
deployed. Excesses are absorbed by batteries, electrolysers and
Power-to-Heat. Electrolysers are used to transform large amount
of electricity into hydrogen. Hydrogen is first used to decarbonate
the mobility, then for producing more complex fuels.
3. Mobility fully decarbonated: renewable liquid fuels are used to
decarbonate the last part of the mobility.
4. Seasonal storage: hydrogen is upgraded to renewable liquid fuels
and methane. These fuels are stored for longer period.
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For which application renewable fuels are used?

Application of renewable fuels in Year 2050 (≈ 0 MtCO2/y emissions):

W hy renewable fuels and not batteries?
Renewable fuels are cheaper for seasonal storage
while batteries are used at a daily scale
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